Spelling Skill Homophones

Grammar Skill Past Time and Future Time

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The story telled a noo tale.
2. Fritz draged alan heer.

ANNOTATED
VERSION

3. The dog boltted when it saw hour incredible garden.
4. Alan walks the dog again in an our.
5. The magician stareed because he thought he new
Alan.
6. Alan believe it when he heres that fritz became a
duck.
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8. She read there story again.
9. Fritz learn that its a valuable lesson.
10.he obeys Alan next time, eye know.
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7. He discovered the dog in it’s garden tomorrow.

TRANSPARENCY 3–32
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Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill Homophones

Grammar Skill Past Time and Future Time

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The story telled a noo tale.
The story told a new tale.

2. Fritz draged alan heer.
Fritz dragged Alan here.

ANNOTATED
VERSION

3. The dog boltted when it saw hour incredible garden.
The dog bolted when it saw our incredible garden.

4. Alan walks the dog again in an our.
Alan will walk the dog again in an hour.

5. The magician stareed because he thought he new
Alan.
The magician stared because he thought he knew Alan.

6. Alan believe it when he heres that fritz became a
duck.
Alan believes it when he hears that Fritz became a duck.

7. He discovered the dog in it’s garden tomorrow.
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8. She read there story again.
She read their story again.

9. Fritz learn that its a valuable lesson.
Fritz learns that it’s a valuable lesson.

10.he obeys Alan next time, eye know.
He will obey Alan next time, I know.
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He will discover the dog in its garden tomorrow.
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